In this note we will construct uniquely arcwise connected continua admitting open and monotone fixed point free mappings, respectively. We will also show that each locally one-to-one map on a uniquely arcwise connected continuum has a fixed point.
Theorem 1. Let X be a u.a.c. continuum and let f: X map. Then f has a fixed point.
X be a locally one-to-one Proof. Suppose Y0 -f(X) $2 X. Define Ya by transfinite induction as follows:
Y.+i = f(Ya) and Yy = f]a<yYa if y is a limit ordinal. Then Ya c Yß if a < ß. It follows easily (using transfinite induction) that Ya is uniquely arcwise connected for each a. Since A" is a continuum, there exists an index aa such that Y" = Y" .,. Then v a0 a0 -t-l f\ Y" : Y" -» Y" is a locally one-to-one map from the u.a.c. continuum Y" onto Y" . We claim that/is one-to-one. To this end, suppose there exist xx # x2 g X such that f(xx) = f(x2). Let A be an arc joining x1 and x2, let < be an order on A and let 0 denote the minimum of A. Let zx = min{a g A\f(a) g /([O, a))}, and let z0 = max{a g [0, zx)\f(a) = f(zx)}. Then z0 < Zj and/([z0, z,]) is a simple closed curve. This contradicts the fact that X is uniquely arcwise connected. Hence, f\ Ya :
Ya -» Ya is a homeomorphism. It follows from [3] that f\ Ya has a fixed point and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Recall that Young's example [5] of a fixed point free map on a uniquely arcwise connected continuum X consists of a double Warsaw circle W (see Figure 1 ) in the jty-plane in R3, an arc joining the points a = (0, -1,0) and b = (0,1,0) and a ray R with initial point v = (0,0,0) which compactifies onto W.
Figure 1
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The fixed point free map/: X -» X rotates W = 180°, interchanging the points a and b, maps [a, x0] Proof. Let X denote Young's example and let /: X -* X be the fixed point free map described above. Note that /|A\[.x0, y0] is one-to-one and hence monotone. We will next construct a hereditarily decomposable u.a.c. A admitting an open fixed point free map. We start out with some preliminaries. By a X-dendroid D we mean a hereditarily decomposable, hereditarily unicoherent continuum. Note that for each pair of points in D, there is at most one arc joining them. A dendroid is an arcwise connected A-dendroid. It is not difficult to see that the "double Warsaw" circle in Young's example can be replaced by any u.a.c. containing exactly two arc components which admits a 180° rotation. We will replace (see Figure 3 ) W by the disjoint union of two homeomorphic copies, D+ and D~ of D where the point corresponding to a (b) in Z>+ is identified with the point corresponding to b (a, respectively) in D_. We will label the first point by a and the second by ß.
Let Xx denote this modified Young example and let fx: Xl -» Xx be the corresponding fixed point free map. As indicated above, /, is open on X\f{l(v). Put f{\v)= Vx = {x0,y0). The required u.a.c. continuum X will be constructed as an inverse limit. Let X = lim(A", r£) where each map r£: Xn -* Xm is a retraction. We will assume that Xm c Xn c X for each « < m and denote by rn: X -* A" the natural projection. Note that r" is a retraction. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof. Suppose x, y G X. Let « be so large that x = rn(x) and y = rn(y). Since X" is u.a.c, there exists an arc J c Xn c A joining x and y. Hence X is arcwise connected. Suppose next that S c A is a simple closed curve. Then there exists « such that rn(S) c An contains a simple closed curve. This contradicts the fact that Xn is u.a.c. and completes the proof.
If A is a continuum and a, b g A c X, we say that Y is obtained from A by doubling j4 \ {a, b} provided Y is homeomorphic to the space obtained from the disjoint union of A and a disjoint copy of A by identifying the points corresponding to a and b, respectively. We will always assume that A c Y. Hence there exists a natural retraction r: Y -» X. Put Ano=f"-o\x(Ano_x) and Bn<¡ =/";1+1(Ä"o_1).
Then f"o+x is open on X"o+1\AnQUBnoU{a,ß} and C+1°/«" + i: *-0+i "» ^ is 0Pen' = lim(Xn, r£). By Lemma 2, A" is a u.a.c. continuum. It follows from (1) that the <-sequence r"_x ° /": A" -» X"_x induces an open map /: A -» X. It is not difficult to check that / is the required fixed point free map. It is not difficult to see that if Q = {x G X\o(x, X) < w} (note that a, ß G Q) and if Z c A\ g is a continuum, then Z is a subset of a homeomorphic copy of the X-dendroid D constructed in Example 2. (Recall that the retractions r" + 1 used in the inverse limit description of X, are "nondegenerate" essentially only on the sets Z>~U D+.) By Lemma 0, A is hereditarily decomposable. Remark. A. Conner has announced the existence of an open and monotone fixed point free map on a u.a.c. continuum. This example is obtained from the hyperspace of subcontinua C(P) of the pseudo-circle P to which a ray R is added starting at the point {P} g C(P) which compactifies on the "base" P c C(P). 
